
The Zomo Flightcase P-DDJ-FLX10 NSE was specifically designed for the Pioneer DJ DDJ-FLX10 DJ Controller. The

Flightcase in the appealing NSE (= Night Style Edition) fascinates thanks to the dark black look. This stylish

Flightcase is extremely sturdy to withstand the demanding DJ use without any damage.

Thanks to the extra strong, black-painted aluminum profiles and the extra solid ball corners, the Zomo Flightcase

offers high durability. To prevent the DJ controller from slipping, the DDJ-FLX10 Equipment Case is equipped with high-quality

internal padding that protects the device from any negative impacts.

Thanks to the sturdy, laminated 9mm plywood, the Flightcase P-DDJ-FLX10 NSE Equipment Case is highly scratch and impact

resistant. Designed for challenging tour use, Zomo Equipment Cases are exceptionally road and flight-ready, safeguarding your

valuable DJ gear from damage.

The front strip can be easily and quickly removed during performances, even while the equipment remains in the flightcase.

In addition to its professional quality, the classic design in the dark black NSE (= Night Style Edition) makes the Pioneer DJ

Equipment Case an absolute eye-catcher! The ingenious butterfly latches allow for easy opening and closing and ensure a highly

stable lid closure. All NSE Equipment Cases can also be locked with an optional lock.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

High-quality flightcase designed for the Pioneer DJ DDJ-FLX10 controller

Protects the device from damage, scratches, or negative influences

Professional build quality for high demands

Very solid construction

Classic design in the dark black NSE look

Removable front strip - controller can stay in the flightcase

High-quality internal padding

Rounded ball corners

Premium butterfly latches

Integrated handles for easy transport

Removable lid

SPECIFICATIONS

Exterior material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

Exterior dimensions 770 (larghezza) x 530 (profondità) x 207 (altezza) mm

Compatible devices 1x Pioneer DJ DDJ-FLX10
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